
Mercia Forest 
Crematorium is set in  

a beautifully harmonious  
location, ideal for reflection, 

commemoration and  
celebration of life. 

Disclaimer: Photos  
used feature facilities at  
other Westerleigh Group 
Crematoria and have been used 
here for illustrative purposes only.

We provide  
exceptional care in  

a beautiful setting, so that  
your family and friends can  

remember, mourn and celebrate  
the life of your loved one in  

a way that is uniquely  
personal.
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Our Services

Standard daytime cremation services
Early reduced fee cremation services
Children’s cremation services
Unattended direct cremation services
Witnessed cremations
All set out in a completely transparent fee structure

Our Setting

Set in 10 acres of woodland grounds,  
our chapel building has been 
sympathetically designed to blend in 
with the surrounding landscape with the 
use of stone and natural materials. 

Our beautiful memorial gardens have 
been landscaped with trees, lawns and 
flower sections blending into natural 
surroundings and offering a place of  
peace and tranquillity.

Our Facilities

Our chapel accommodates 112 people 
comfortably. It is open and light with 
windows looking out towards the 
mill stone water feature and offering 
private views of the surrounding 
woodland landscape for an additional 
layer of visual comfort, so important for a 
funeral service. The chapel includes two 
digital screens for visual tributes and a 
state-of-the-art music system with an 
almost unlimited music library. 

Our aim is to  
help families in  
our care to create  
final farewell services  
that are as unique and special  
as the loved one that they are remembering.  
Owing to our focus on delivering exceptional care, we have facilities, expertise 
and understanding to be able to help you to craft a service that marks your 
loved one’s passing in the most meaningful and personal way.

We are here to serve your needs



Mercia Forest Crematorium 
Broad Lane, Essington WV11 2RJ

t: 01922 660 560   e: merciaforest@westerleighgroup.co.uk    
www.merciaforestcrematorium.co.uk

Our Grounds

Although a new facility, our charming  
grounds feature open spaces and wildlife 
areas, enabling visitors to reflect and relax  
in the peaceful surroundings.  

Our newly designed Garden of 
Remembrance will provide a tranquil 
setting for a loved one’s final resting place.

Uniquely Personal Services

We understand different needs of the bereaved and  
take great pride in being able to support families in  
accommodating their personal choices.

There are many ways in which we can help to make a  
service uniquely personal, from the choice of music,  
photography or words, to bringing the family pet along or  
accommodating other vehicles instead of a traditional hearse. 

If you have a specific idea for your loved one’s funeral service,  
please talk to us. 

Our Exceptional Care

We take pride in the quality of  
care we provide and aim to offer 
above and beyond what is  
expected from us.

Our team pays attention to 
all the little details, to provide 
exceptional care to all aspects  
of each and every service. 
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Disclaimer: Photos used feature facilities at other Westerleigh Group 
Crematoria and have been used here for illustrative purposes only.
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